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It is an unusual scene. I am not sure that I would have the savvy to read the scene as Jesus does. I would have seen                          
people bringing this paralytic to me and I would have said, “You are healed, walk.” This is what they are all obviously                      
looking for – healing. This is a healing scene, that’s all.  No more, no less.  
 
Jesus reads the moment so much better. He does not see healing being the first step. Rather, he goes deeper. He                     
recognizes sin. This is not, first and foremost, a healing scene but rather a scene for forgiveness. After all, what does sin                      
do? Sin spreads vice – pride, anger, hatred. Sin spreads doubt – we doubt our worth, our value, our identity, ourselves.                     
Sin spreads uncertainty – in our gifts, in our talents, in our abilities. Sin spreads chaos – thoughts are not clear, hatred                      
settles in, thoughts of what we lack becomes loud. Sin spreads paralysis – makes us wallow in regret for the past, makes                      
us chained to past poor decision making, makes us immovable to thinking we are worthy of a present moment or even                     
the hope of a future.  
 
This man is paralyzed by sin. He has no courage even. Jesus’ phrase is spot on: “Courage, child, your sins are forgiven.”  
 
Even the word, “child,” takes him back to his original innocence. 
 
This Gospel reading has brought me close to Jesus. It helps me to recognize that the way I read a scene when people                       
come into my life or I come into their lives, needs to be more precise and accurate in order to be effective. This Gospel                        
passage has helped me to be aware that not every encounter is about what is on the surface. Some encounters are                     
meant to be because Jesus needs to work something more, something deeper and truer in a person’s life.  
 
I can remember once sitting with a parent who was really angry with the high school that their child was attending at the                       
time. They were angry with the teachers, the administrators for a series of wrongs that seem to have accumulated over                    
the years. I can remember sitting and listening and not really knowing why this individual was coming to me to address                     
this problem. It would seem they should go to the source, to the high school administration. I can remember quietly                    
praying and asking the Lord to help me read this scene as He would, to say what really needs to be said, to not hold back                          
what needs to happen here. I can remember praying, “Let your presence be known in this moment.” After this person                    
finished a rather long rant. I felt a bit helpless. I knew from all the points brought up, there was nothing I could do to                         
address them. Then, it happened. Grace. Wait! This is not about any of that. This is not about a child who did wrong. This                        
is not about a school who did wrong. I finally said, “You know you’re a good parent, right?” The individual burst into                      
tears. They were heaping on themselves the transgressions of their child and feeling they, as a parent, had done                   
something wrong, that they had failed. It was a moment of God’s grace and insight that allowed light to shine, courage                     
to be, and a sense of resolution to know what to do next. 
 
Reading a scene means looking for God’s grace in a moment. Every encounter with someone can be a moment for God’s                     
grace to break in and break through. Pray when an encounter happens, “Lord, what needs to be said, what do they really                      
need, what is this really about, show me” This is my go-to prayer.  
 
Jesus could have said immediately, “You are healed.” However, the paralytic would have gone home only half relieved of                   
his condition. Deeper inside there was more happening that needed to be addressed. His physical therapy would have                  
bought him some time, but his spiritual therapy gave him back the entirety of his life.  
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